School of Law, UCLan, Cyprus  
Continuing Professional Development and Consultancy Services

The School of Law at UCLan, Cyprus, offers a variety of CPD courses and consultancy services to employers in the public and private sectors. A course or service can be tailor-made to suit the requirements of any public or private body. For example, a course may be pitched at the leadership or management or staff of an employer, or at an advanced, intermediate or introductory level. A consultancy service may be designed to help an employer to fulfil its legal duties under the law of the land or under any professional code of conduct.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Academic</th>
<th>Areas of Expertise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Prof Stéphanie Laulhé Shaelou, Head of Law School and Professor of European Law and Reform | A practical Guide to EU financial crisis instruments & related dispute resolution mechanisms  
The protection of socio-economic rights in the EU business environment  
A Guide to global migration and investment  
Legal issues arising from EU Citizenship, the EU Internal Market & the effects of Brexit  
The Sovereign Base Areas in Cyprus under EU Law  
A Guide to EU membership and EU withdrawal |
| Dr Klearchos A. Kyriakides, Assistant Professor in English Law, Constitutional History and Professional Skills (& non-practising Solicitor of the Senior Courts of England & Wales) | Limiting the risk of professional negligence or misconduct  
Principles of Anti-Money Laundering Law  
Principles of professionalism, compliance and risk management  
Principles of Public Law |
| Dr Nasia Hadjigeorgiou, Lecturer in Transitional Justice and Human Rights | A practical Guide to Constitutional Law and Public International Law  
What employers and employees need to know about Human Rights Law (e.g. to property & to non-discrimination) and Civil and Political Rights (e.g. freedom of expression) in a professional environment  
Legal issues arising from the Sovereign Base Areas |
| Dr Nevi Agapiou, Lecturer in International Commercial Law and Dispute Resolution (& non-practising advocate) | The practical uses of Comparative Law  
A practical guide to the legal principles and rules governing the International Carriage of Goods by Sea  
A practical Guide to Consumer Protection in Cyprus, the UK and the EU  
Legal research, reasoning and writing  
Drafting International and Domestic Sale of Goods Contracts  
Alternative Dispute Resolution Methods  
Drafting of pleadings and legal opinions |
| Dr Natalie Alkiviadou, Lecturer in EU Law and Human Rights | What employers need to do to comply with Discrimination Law: a practical Guide  
What employers and employees need to know about hate speech, hate crime, racism and intolerance: a practical Guide  
What employers and employees need to know about Gender Equality and Human Rights: a practical Guide  
A practical Guide to the EU |
| Dr Lida Pitsillidou, Lecturer in Company Law and Corporate Governance | A practical guide to Company Law and Corporate Governance  
A practical guide to the duties of company directors  
A practical guide to the protection of minority shareholders |
| Despina Christofi, Lecturer in International Commercial Arbitration and Investment Law | A practical guide to Bilateral and Multilateral Investment Agreements and International Investment Arbitration  
A practical guide to the basic legal principles and rules on domestic and international commercial arbitration  
Bank restructuring and resolution and the rights of various stakeholders |

For further details, please contact Theodora Theofanous at ttheofanous@uclan.ac.uk or 24694002